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Introduction
In addition to our Graduate Diploma final year thesis project, a section of our project is titled
‘Research, Design and Practice’. This allows us to implement our project into a format which
approaches the general public and encourage comments based on our concepts.

The website’s focus will be to approach the concept and adopting a point for users to visualise the
work produced and leave comments with regards to the scheme. It covers aspects of the design from
the first concept and the amendments to the previous design, each explained under individual
sections of the project, i.e. the location of the building, the circulation aspect.

Another purpose is to consider how this proposal sits in conjunction with the existing framework of
Clapham Junction Station and the current future development. Aligning the concepts and
questioning the two schemes and what each one has to offer to the local population and users of the
station.
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The thesis project is based on 2 direct focuses.
One part of the proposal was to introduce a housing scheme which could be located within the
design to adopt the monopolisation of the network rail system. With the idea to encourage a Key
worker program offering the opportunity to be based within the city of London, adopting the central
lifestyle and providing a central hub point for distributing them throughout the city by the use of
Clapham Junction Station. The location of the hub is to provide a starting point for all residents to
use the train line for transport to and from work, encouraging a scheme were the housing concept to
link with the rail network, and providing a cost effective system which can adapt to the key workers
funds and encouraging more users to use trains for travel. This approach is to adopt the location of
Clapham Junction and the ability to inject the local users to varied locations in London, therefore
minimising the commute to and from the city by providing an accessible living point and giving the
commuting time back to the Key workers of the city.
Within this project it will also see the reassessment of the existing station and providing a new
proposal for Clapham Junction. At this current point, the station is undergoing a huge redevelopment, including a completely new circulation system for the users of the site as it has a
constant flow of rail traffic in and out of the city of London, bringing with it congestion throughout
the whole layout. The scheme will provide two re-designed entrance points at both St John’s Hill
and Grant Road. St John’s Hill will also see a secondary entrance point which will distribute users
through the retail extension towards the station. This will see the existing programs reinstated back
into the site and a space to provide more retail units and food points for the local residents and users
of the station.

Site Location

After choosing Clapham Junction as a site location and researching its present situation and the
future of the site, I uncovered the station was undergoing a massive re-development. The council of
Wandsworth have already undergone possible concepts; however the design proposal is being
revised. This provided a bases for my proposal to follow similar guidelines as the current designers
are following and use these to dictate the possible changes and additions added to the proposal for
Clapham Junction. Including aspects of the constant overcrowded platforms and minimal
accessibility, the proposal will encourage a circulation system that will reinstate a simplified
program to an already busy Clapham Junction.
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Below, the brief explains in detail aspects of the site that will be considered to establish a working
scheme:
Site Area:
3.38 ha.
Description:
Clapham Junction Station lies in Clapham Junction town centre bounded by St Johns Hill retail high
street, Falcon Road and Grant Road.
Policy context:
The site lies in the town centre suitable for a mix of uses.
Core strategy policy:
PL1, PL2, PL3, PL5, PL8, PL13, IS1, IS2, IS3, IS4, IS5, IS6, and IS7.
Preferred option:
High density, mixed use development to provide improvements to Clapham Junction station,
including improved access arrangements; retail on St John’s Hill frontage; residential;
other appropriate uses include business, hotel, cultural, leisure and entertainment. Proposals to
straighten platforms 15-17 will be supported as this would allow for increased passenger capacity
and provide safer access to trains.
Justification:
Key town centre site offering opportunities to improve the station and access arrangements while
providing modern retail floor space, housing and other appropriate town centre uses in this highly
accessible location. Other options would not exploit the opportunity of a mixed use development in
line with core strategy and sustainability objectives and contributing towards housing target.
Flood risk:
The site is located within Flood Zone 1.
Public Transport Accessibility level rating:
The site lies within level 6b (6b indicates excellent access by public transport).
Design principles:
Clapham Junction Station is one of Britain’s busiest stations with the highest number of
interchanges between platforms being made. The station’s design and layout derives from the three
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main operators that established railway lines in the nineteenth century. The station has shown
significant increases in passenger usage in recent years and is in need of significant investment to
equip it for the twenty-first century. The existing subway is restricted and over-crowded during
peak periods making it uncomfortable and unpleasant for commuters. It is desirable to create
improved facilities for rail passengers moving between platforms as well as access and egress from
the station. One of the key options identified by Network Rail is to create a new access on St.
John’s Hill using the former Parcel’s office as an entrance, which has access to the high level
overbridge. Another new entrance would also need to be provided at the other end of the overbridge
in Grant Road. The existing subway would only be used for passengers transferring between
platforms. Network Rail suggests this option would best be able to cater for increased passenger
numbers up to 2026. As part of an Access for All scheme funded by the Department of Transport
lifts to all platforms to facilitate access for people with disabilities is being installed. Due to the
shortage of larger footprint retail floor space in Clapham Junction town centre this site offers a real
opportunity to provide this type of retail unit suited to the larger chain stores. This would help to
alleviate pressure on existing areas such as Northcote Road, which is suitable for small independent
retailers. Given that the site is one of the most accessible in London the requirement for any car
parking shall be kept to a minimum, and be confined to servicing retail premises, for people with
disabilities and car club vehicles.
Architectural Listed buildings:
The existing buildings that form the street block bounded by St. John’s Hill, Falcon Road and the
railway lie within the conservation area and are protected. The Falcon public house is a Grade II
listed building and this must be retained as part of any redevelopment. The Former Parcels office in
St. John’s Hill is included in the Local list of buildings of architectural or historic interest and
should also be retained.
Public spaces:
The site offers a real opportunity to create a major new public space, primarily for pedestrians. Any
new public spaces should provide a setting of a civic scale to new station entrance in St. John’s Hill.
Any new public space created within the site must be enclosed by building frontages with retail
floorspace provided at ground floor.
Tall buildings:
In accordance with Council’s Stage 2 Urban Design Study – Tall Buildings, applications for
development of 5 storeys and above will be subject to the criteria of the tall buildings policy
contained in the emerging DMPD. On the majority of the site, applications for buildings of more
than 25 storeys will generally be unacceptable, and will only be considered in exceptional
circumstances. Along the
St John’s Hill frontage, buildings of more than 5 storeys will generally be unacceptable, in order to
maintain the character of the shopping frontage and avoid the feeling of overbearing on the
street scene. Any tall building in this location will be expected to make a major contribution to
regenerating and defining Clapham Junction town centre.
Infrastructure:
Substantial improvements to Clapham Junction Station will be sought. Contributions to
improvements to the footways and carriageways in St John’s Hill and Falcon Road. Significant
pedestrian areas should be provided around the station. Adequate drop off and picking up facilities
should be provided close to the accesses to the station. Adequate servicing arrangements to be
provided for all
elements of the development. Suitable stopping facilities for buses and taxis must be provided
particularly bus standing facilities. Adequate cycle parking to be provided close to the station
entrances.
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Station Proposal
The Stations concept design was dictated following a previous research investigation into the
forming of bubbles. Within the concept, a study was recorded into the bubble flow and how each
bubble adopts a confined space expanding from the main point of focus. The study of expansion
from one point predicted by an experiment of flow, introduces the concept design which shows an
expanding structure, needed to provide an appropriate space to hold the internal program to
complete the stations development.

The final view takes on the image of the peoples activities within are pumping the station with
energy, expanding the stations bubble like form.

When two bubbles merge, the same physical principles apply, and the bubbles will adopt the shape
with the smallest possible surface area. Their common wall will bulge into the larger bubble, as
smaller bubbles have a higher internal pressure. Analysing the sites boundary and locating the
possible site for the station design. The expansion of the bubble like structure was dictated by the
circulation level feeding into the location and the people entering from the main entrance from St
Johns Hill, pumping people into the space, therefore identifying a point of expansion for the
structure. The image provides the interpretation that activities within the space are pumping the
station with energy and expanding the stations bubble like form.
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A secondary point of injection is placed further down St John’s Hill, where the concept will see a
second entrance location focusing on the retail extension on the site. This will see how the bubble
points collide and reform to provide one working system for the station design. The sizes of the
bubbles depended on the point of interest within the design layout itself. The entrance and main
source of vertical circulation will be the key aspect, therefore creating the larger of the bubbles.
This then decreased outwards from this point. The form then was grouped together and forming a
defined shape for the station. Re-instating the flows from the initial circulation points, dissected the
form into parts which then acted as the main points for structure. The structure will be made up
from triangulated trusses forming a connection point for each bubble. This form is similar to the
Eden project, also including its design using ETFE cushions creating the expanding surface. The
roof structure will be made up of a triangulated surface which is morphed between the trusses and
dictates the ETFE cushions by forming a diamond shape spreading over the surface.
Station Plans & Sections
South Elevation

South Section
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St Johns Lane Station, Ground Floor Plan

St Johns Lane Station, First Floor Plan

Grant road Station, Ground Floor Plan
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Grant Road Station, First Floor Plan

East Section
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Section trough Grant Road Station
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Section through St Johns Lane Station
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Expanded Circulation

Resolving a working system for the circulation was a major design priority as movement
throughout the site is one of the main complaints by its users. Clapham Junction is the busiest
railway station in Europe and has over 40% of trains using the station for an interchange site. The
proposal is to adopt a previous research investigation into weaving and pattern overlapping.
The term weaving involves the interlacing of two sets of threads at right angles to each other, the
raising and lowering sequence of warp threads gives rise to many possible weave structures. Using
the system of the 3 x 3 grid, it offered the idea of constructing different combinations. Each
combination offers a new sequence that will be placed in a 9 x 9 grid, repeating the original pattern.
Using these patterns, a grid formula will be placed which will provide the points for weaving. Each
system can be represented as a sector within a networking organism, this then will provide the
organised formula between each weaving system.
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This form provided a networking circulation overlapping the platforms and connecting all platforms
to both stations over a grid, interlocking over the space. The interlocks act as an over-pour for users
of the platforms. By introducing additional departure lounges within the station, these connections
can provide an alternative waiting space with access points to each end of the platform therefore
encouraging the flow of people. Each platform also has external lifts to provide disabled access
throughout the site.

The circulation is constructed using a light weight steel frame to maximise the span of the structure
over the site with a wooden aesthetic material form. The form is not completely closed to open up
the space and to minimise the feeling of being concealed within these routes. In addition the
circulation has a transparent layer which continues throughout the structure to allow views down to
the tracks for users to keep a close eye on the train routes accessing the station to complete a
smooth connection.
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Residential building proposal

Initial aspects of research focused on the evaluation of rail infrastructure and their presence within
the way we, the population, live and contribute to cities functionable systems, i.e.Police stations,
Hospitals, Schools, all programs needed to sustain the infrastructure of the city. Thus providing a
focus into mapping unknown information and begin to interrogate the existing infrastructures.
Initial aspects were to analyse rail at both micro and macro scale, located within Europe. The macro
study collected encouraging data from Europe, analysing diversities of financial boundaries and
their effects on the population’s dependency on rail infrastructure. The ratio focused on the
financial budget needed, and its allocated distance dependent on location within Europe’s boundary.
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This study provided fundamental points, therefore initiating a direction for the following brief. The
data gathered opened up the questions to how this influences the working world and its
encouragement to provide a sustained working system, analysing the ratio between the financial
costing against the allocated distance. All cities are maintained by the injection of dedicated people
who are considered to provide an essential service, i.e. Police officers, Firefighters, Teachers etc.
People within this category are certified ‘Key Workers’, essential workers who may find it difficult
to buy a property within the areas which involve high budgets of money, therefore must locate a
property outside of the boundary where they work. Commuting options then incur sums of money
dependent on the Cost : Location : Destination ratio. Considering these objectives, the study to
provide a concept which allocates a territorial location based close to the city but monopolising the
rail network on a lower journey distance and the territory is dedicated to a Key Worker scheme,
supplying compact living units which are suitable for the for people who wish to live the city
lifestyle under different circumstances.
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Within the residential program, people within will meet through their daily lifestyles, providing
users the chance to link with other Key workers to extend their local community and contributing to
a social networking program. This will see people meeting at all hours, in different locations
thought the site. For example, Fred who is doing a shift from 12pm till 3am in the morning and
arriving back at the territorial location and stepping into the local metro store for some bread and
passing Sally who is on her way to the hospital for her shift but doesnt have to catch her train till
4am, so the two spend the next 30 minutes sitting in the reception lounge area talking. Then when
Sally leaves to catch her train, Fred then heads up to his apartment to go to sleep.
This indicates how one working day is begining as one is ending, however their was time where
friends could meet and catch up even though they have differences in shift patterns, injecting a 24/7
social networking scheme.

Considering the location and the addition of the new station design, the residential building had to
be situated in a location which was feasible to live within and also placed at the best possible point
for means of access to and from the station so the users can monopolise on its ability to spread out
into London using the rail system.

The station design placed on St John’s Lane provided a base point to consider with regards to the
residential building. The initial design was to be a part of the rail structure and its program but was
still able to sit as its own concept. Focusing on the length of the structure in place for the station, the
concept was to build a separate design for the residential unit but place it on top of the bubble like
structure. This began to provide a design which envisioned the building resting on the bubbles and
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it pushing the station structure out. With its long shaped structure stretching out beside the rail lines
this allowed the building to be as long as the station and retail unit.

The residential unit is set to be five floors high and is divided into three blocks. The three are
connected using a vertical circulation core placed at either end of the middle block, and secondary
circulation points are placed within every apartment block, each containing lift access. In total there
are 22 apartments on each floor, eight 3-4 person apartments and fourteen 1-2 person apartments.
The roof will contain a communal garden terrace with views out across London.

The facade facing north, towards the train lines will consist of walkways to access the apartments
and vertical circulation, of which will be encased by a frame work holding a green wall facade
consisting of evergreen climbers which will provide a natural environment as they collect certain
pollutants and absorb CO2 emissions, thus climbers in this urban area will help to reduce the
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contribution made to human-induced global warming. The green wall also has been tested on
buildings to be used as a system to reduce noise levels, considering the train station noise this will
provide a more suitable living space for the residential users.
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The alignment of the building provides natural light into the main living space and the bedrooms,
with a balcony joining the spaces together. The bathroom is placed on the north side of the
apartment, therefore providing another boundary between the rail lines and the bedroom to
minimise the noise pollution. Also placed on the north facade between the bathroom and main
entrance point there are high-rise windows to provide natural ventilation throughout the space as air
flow will travel through the apartment from the south facade to the north.
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